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Detecting and Stopping 
RANSOMWARE ATTACK

Ransomware attacks are synonymous with ransom demand for valuable data held hostage by the attacker. The ransom can 

be quite a non-trivial amount for businesses and enterprises as stakes get higher. Also, holding a critical server hostage by 

rendering it inoperable means instant loss of productivity and if we apply that across multiple endpoints and servers, we’re 

looking at an amplified loss. What if there is no guarantee that the malefactor is going to release the key to terminate the 

ransomware kill chain, even after receiving the ransom demanded? What if the perpetrator has syphoned data from the 

endpoint or host with the intent of trading personal information and business sensitive data in the dark web for commercial 

gains or other harmful reasons? 

Over last few years, businesses, enterprises and organizations have seen the likes of WannaCry, CryptoLocker, Ryuk, Petya, 

notPetya, Maze and many more. With uncertainty looming over reprieve from ransomware, worsened by the additional 

burden (and costs) of the remediation process, it becomes quite obvious that we’re dealing with a significant threat vector 

that needs to be detected early in its infestation sequence. Also, actions have to be taken promptly to minimize and contain 

the damage. 
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The Emotet trojan ranks among the most prevalent malware in recent years and has been a primary vehicle for delivering 

Ryuk ransomware across various industries worldwide, targeting Banking industries and Financial Services companies in a big 

way. Disguised as safe attachment (.doc) delivered with phishing emails, this trojan can evade detection by advanced security 

tools through mutation and often presents itself as Zero-Day malware. Hence, a complete mosaic of the threat profile needs 

to be created with high degree of certainty based on activities within a host or endpoint, type of outgoing requests, 

movement patterns and various other indications, as shown in Figure-1.

1. Socially Engineered 
phishing email with 
attached document is 
retrieved

2. User attempts to open 
attached document 
triggering macros 
executed in memory

3. Macros start a 
command line

4. Command line 
runs PowerShell 
script straight 
into memory’’

5. PowerShell 
downloads 
additional script 
and encryption key

7. User is presented 
with payment 
instructions 
required to decrypt 
data

6. Downloaded 
script encrypts 
data

 RANSOMWARE ATTACK STAGES WITH EMAIL PHISHING
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Figure 1: Malware Infestation Sequence



Traditional threat detection tools rely heavily on the security analyst to discern unusual activities and create correlation rules to 

stitch indicators together. This approach heavily weighs on the analyst’s skill in threat detection and fluency with a complex UI, thus 

leaving a factor of subjectivity in reaching the desired outcome. In sharp contrast, Seceon’s aiSIEM/aiXDR leans into Machine 

Learning for behavioral analytics and Artificial Intelligence for correlating indicators driven by built-in dynamic threat models. When 

these indicators line up with a certain degree of confidence, the algorithm raises an alert for the analyst to act upon.

 

At Stage-1, the ransomware payload tries to make its way to the endpoint host. In the case of an attack based on email phishing, 

aiSIEM/aiXDR quickly swings into action, correlating logs from email server with endpoint activities to find traces of unusual or 

suspicious process spawned on the endpoint. 

There can be several steps leading to a ransomware attack. The attacker may decide to hide the payload in a malicious word 
document as a macro which can be sent through a phishing email, drive-by download or a file transfer. However, in almost all cases 
an infected attachment triggers a chain of events, starting with a malware or trojan finding its place on an endpoint. 

Most advanced ransomware attacks are based on fileless malware that uses advanced techniques and can evade detection by 
advanced toolsets relying on malware signatures, sandboxing or even machine learning techniques involving cloud based analysis of 
several endpoints. Figures 1 and 2 present sequence of stages during a ransomware attack cycle, fanning out through compromised 
websites and phished emails. In this paper, we will touch upon how aiSIEM/aiXDR detects and stops ransomware and other types of 
malware associated with ransomware attacks. 
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 RANSOMWARE ATTACK STAGES STARTING WITH COMPROMISED WEBSITES

1. User Browser 
compromised or malicious 
website

2. Vulnerable Application 
is Exploited

3. Exploited Application 
starts a command 
line

4. Command line runs 
PowerShell script 
straight into 
memory

5. PowerShell downloads 
additional script and 
encryption key

6. Downloaded 
script encrypts 
data

7. User is presented with 
payment instruction to 
decrypt data

Starts with 
Compromise
d Websites

Figure 2: Ransomware Attack Stages - Compromised Website

Figure 3: Assets secured by Seceon aiSIEM against Phishing Attacks 



Threat Indicator Details tab reveals an event 

associated with OneDriveStandaloneUpdater.exe 

(marked with yellow box)
"Process Create: RuleName: - UtcTime: 2020-12-09 

08:24:35.533 ProcessGuid: 

{D9B76373-89C3-5FD0-66DC-000000000400} ProcessId: 

4204 Image: 

C:\Users\democ\AppData\Local\Microsoft\OneDrive\One

DriveStandaloneUpdater.exe FileVersion: 

20.169.0823.0008 Description: Standalone Updater 

Product: Microsoft OneDrive Company: Microsoft 

Corporation OriginalFileName: 

OneDriveStandaloneUpdater.exe ………………….. User: 

DESKTOP-BUI76IM\democ ……….. ParentProcessGuid: 

{D9B76373-B73C-5FBC-1300-000000000400} ……… 

ParentCommandLine: C:\Windows\system32\svchost.exe 

-k netsvcs
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Figure 4: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Alert for Potential Ransomware

Figure 5: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Types for Potential Ransomware

Lets start with the Seceon aiSIEM Dashboard - Alert 

Analysis tab with a list of alerts raised over the last 

30 days. Ransomware being our focus, we use the 

filter (top left) to hone in on “Ransomware” specific 

Threat Indicators that have been queued up through 

dynamic threat models and AI/ML algorithms built 

into aiSIEM. 

 

Alert Message > Potential Ransomware: A process 

in host DESKTOP-BUI76IM has accessed shadow 

volume restore point and process executing from 

user space.

Threat Indicator types for the “Potential Ransomware” 

with 60% Confidence are listed in the adjoining table 

with a line item “Suspicious Process”, as shown with 

blue arrow. In this particular case,  we find 50+ events 

associated with the Threat Indicator, over a period of 

time. Each event by itself may not provide a clear 

indication of threat, however when correlated, we are 

able to find an unusual behavior. 

Figure 6: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Details for Potential Ransomware

Upon drilling down further (double-clicking) on the 

selected row, we are able to get a read on specific 

attributes that made up the event. The blue arrow 

(screenshot below) points to the reason for 

categorizing out this event as “Suspicious Activity”. 

Note, a process cannot be concluded as harmful simply 

based on the condition that it is running in user space. 

However, based on historical data, such a process 

raises caution and hence worth noting.

 

Figure 7: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Event Details for Potential 
Ransomware



Upon further scrutinizing, we run into an event with 

executable vssadmin.exe, that is associated with 

Microsoft Windows 10. 

Drilling down further (double clicking on the selected box in 

Figure 8), allows us to introspect the attributes of the event 

in greater detail (Figure 9).

Message:
"Process Create: RuleName: - UtcTime: 2020-11-24 11:44:31.835 

ProcessGuid: {D9B76373-F21F-5FBC-E704-000000000400} 

ProcessId: 6720 Image: C:\Windows\SysWOW64\vssadmin.exe 

……. Description: Command Line Interface for Microsoft® Volume 

Shadow Copy Service …….. OriginalFileName: VSSADMIN.EXE 

CommandLine: vssadmin delete shadows /all /quiet ………. 

ParentProcessGuid: {D9B76373-F21F-5FBC-E504-000000000400} 

ParentProcessId: 7860 ParentImage: 

C:\Windows\SysWOW64\cmd.exe ParentCommandLine: cmd.exe 

/c vssadmin delete shadows /all /quiet & wmic shadowcopy delete 

& bcdedit /set {default} bootstatuspolicy ignoreallfailures & 

bcdedit /set {default} recoveryenabled no & wbadmin delete 

catalog -quiet"

It is quite a common behavior for ransomware to hijack the windows program vssadmin.exe that manipulates volume shadow copies of a file 

system. By deleting shadow copies from file system, the ransomware attempts to eliminate any possibility of restoring files, if they were 

corrupted or lost for some reason. In this case, the command line -  cmd.exe /c vssadmin delete shadows /all /quiet - is used together with 

WMI command - wmic shadowcopy delete - by the adversary to delete shadow copies of files in the local host. Seceon aiSIEM promptly 

identifies this malicious behavior and takes this threat indicator seriously by elevating the alert to severity level “Major”. 

 

It should be noted that vssadmin requires “Administrator” privilege to execute and is commonly used by ransomwares like Ryuk and 

WannaCry to wreak havoc. This is further corroborated by MITRE ATT&CK - Inhibit System Recovery (T1490).

During Stage 1, the ransomware could also be attempting to delete offsite backup data, thus eliminating any chance of recovery.
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Remediation - Get the Guards into Action!

In the case of ransomware, it is quite crucial for a 

business or enterprise to minimize any potential 

damage by isolating the endpoint or host quickly. 

Hence, the most prudent measure would be to use 

your existing endpoint management tools and take the 

compromised endpoints out of the network, both 

internal and external.

Seceon’s EDR solution has the ability to notify 

Windows Defender Firewall to take necessary actions. 

This remediation can be initiated through the Alert 

Actions tab (Figure 10) upon clicking “Update” button 

(shown with blue arrow pointing right).

Remediation action comes with a list of suggestions 

(Figure 11) plus a manual manual push-button 

remediation where a SOC Analyst can select the 

Seceon EDR agent to quarantine the compromised host 

(shown with blue arrow pointing right). 

Figure 8: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Details for Potential 
Ransomware 

Figure 10: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Alert Actions for Potential Malware
 

Figure 11: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Alert Actions Update for Remediation of 
Potential Malware

Figure 9: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Event Details for Potential 
Ransomware

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1490/


What happens if the suspicious process in Stage-1 goes undetected as a result of sophisticated maneuvers by the 

malware? We would likely be looking at the next stage in the attack sequence - the malware trying to establish 

connection with the Command and Control Center (C&C) from the affected host. It could potentially generate a new 

domain, programmatically and attempt connecting. During this stage, Seceon’s aiSIEM/aiXDR platform steps in to detect 

the auto-generated domain names and correlate that information with other threat indicators to raise an alert. 

For example, the following message was seen on 

aiSIEM Dashboard under Attribute Details for the 

WannaCry Ransomware.

Message:
"<13>May 16 15:58:05 ccedev named[49215]: client 

192.168.21.31#45016: query: 

www.iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfaewrwergwea.com IN A 

+ED","host":"192.168.19.38","src_ip":"192.168.21.31","addi

tionalinfo":{"suid":"45016","destinationDnsDomain":["www

.iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfaewrwergwea.com","suspici

ous_domain","3.51096989154"],"fileType":"IN"},"eventtype

":"Suspicious Domain","category":"Suspicious 

Activity","dst_port":"53","protocol":" 

","eventtype_origin":"Application","event_id":"1020008","e

venttype_sourcedata_type":"Linux","eventtype_generator":

"cce","tenant_id":"OTMDefaultTenant","dst_ip":"","src_port

":"","uuid":"00fcc13a-c2d4-403e-a96e-0a162b29fd79","time

stamp":"2017-05-16T20:12:25.462Z","src_host_name":"192.

168.21.31","dst_host_name":""}

The remediation in this case is initiated by blocking the 

blacklisted IP/URL at the firewall, through policies 

applied by aiSIEM/aiXDR as shown in Figure 14, thus 

automatically protecting the organization in real-time. 
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Figure 12: Assets secured by Seceon aiSIEM with Domain Generation Algorithm and Firewall Policy enforcement

Figure 13: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Alert Actions

Figure 14: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Alert Actions Update for 
Remediation of Potential Ransomware



In this scenario, the host may be already infected with malware but disk encryption process hasn’t kicked in. The adversary could 

possibly want to locate a better target such as a critical application or database server inside the company, before enforcing 

encryption and staking a demand for ransom. With an agent running on this host, Seceon aiXDR can detect this ransomware in an 

earlier stage (as noted under Stage 1 in this paper), thus preventing a lateral movement from one host to another through the 

network. However, without any such agent, introduction of an infected host in the network could lead to a network scan conducted 

by the malware for the purposes of identifying potential target before propagating to other endpoints/server like a worm. Seceon 

aiSIEM/aiXDR can detect this activity rapidly and correlate with contextual events to raise a “Potential Malware Infected Host” alert, 

followed by quarantining the infected host. 

Potential Malware Infected Host Alert Message: 

“The host <> is scanning the network … “ 

 Threat Indicator types for “Potential Malware Infected Host” Alert 

with 55% Confidence are listed in the table (Figure 16). Of particular 

interest is the Threat Indicator - Port Scanning across Network  

(marked with blue arrow in Figure 16).

The infected host could remain dormant without conducting 

a port scan for a longer period of time depending on -  a.) 

when it establishes connection with Command and Control 

Center (C&C) and b.) when a payload to scan the network is 

introduced. Irrespective of timing sequence, aiSIEM/aiXDR 

will correlate the scanning event to situational and historical 

context to detect this threat immediately and raise 

appropriate alert. The graphical chart in Figure 17 shows a 

jump in alert severity from Minor to Major quite early in the 

detection process.

As a remediation measure, C&C IP Address/URL will be blocked soon enough, as described under Stage-2 Detection and Remediation 

(Bad Reputation URL/Domain) earlier in this paper. In the scenario that the ransomware has moved past the stage of encryption in the 

infected host/endpoint, aiSIEM/aiXDR will quickly push out the remediation specific policies to the NAC (Network Access Control) or a 

Network Switch to quarantine that host/endpoint. The quarantined host is taken off the network for further cleanup, reformatting and 

restoration from backup as deemed appropriate.
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Figure 16: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Threat Indicator Types for 
Potential Malware Infected Host

 

Figure 17: Seceon aiSIEM Portal - Event Trend Graph for “Potential 
Malware Infected Host” Alert 

Figure 15: Seceon aiSIEM secures company’s assets from being infected by a particular endpoint/host
 


